AICSS May 2017
Just a few words to say thank you to your club for giving me the opportunity to judge this
lovely breed, and to the committee for a well run show, and not forgetting my steward who
kept it all in order.
Puppy Dog
1st

Delaney’s Ballahanna Let Battle Begin – S/W Lovely outline, nice make and shape.
Typical collie eye in correct position, ears perfectly on top of head giving a beautiful
expression, he had a good coat which fit his body. Well groomed and looked nice in
the ring, moved with ease which was good to see and showed well. B.P.I.B

2nd

O’Briain’s Seanchrois I’m the One – S/W. Another lovely puppy, slightly younger than
the first, but looked very promising. Lovely outline, good eye, nice ear carriage giving
a beautiful expression. In good coat, moved and showed well.

Junior Dog
1st

O’Briain’s Seanchrois Fionnbarra An Ghugain – S/w. Looked well, nice make and
shape, coat fit the body, lovely eye and ear carriage, melting expression. Moved
across the ring with ease. Showed well for his handler.

Open Dog
1st

Hodson’s Moyhill Ace of Clubs Jnr Ch. Tri. Another nice dog produced from this
kennel. He looked the part on the day, in lovely coat and groomed to perfection, eye
and ears correct giving a beautiful expression. He glided across the ring with ease.
Stood four square and showed well. B.D. & R.B.B.

Junior Bitch
1st

Kelleher’s Verva Actis Poland S/W. Nice outline, lovely make and shape. In good coat,
with correct eye and ear placement, beautiful expression, moved with ease and
showed well.

2nd

Wall’s Daliyhaa Chique B/M. A nice shape to her, a good well broken coat for a
merle, correct eye and ear placement giving a lovely expression. Moved with ease.
One to watch out for in the future.

Open Bitch
1st

Wall’s Birkmyre Blue Bouquet for Daliyhaa B/M. “What a beauty” The shape and
length of this girl is unmistakeable. In good coat, well broken and correct colour and
texture. Eyes and ears are in correct position giving her a super expression.
Movement was impeccable, gliding across the ring. Responded well to her handler
(rabbits). B.B & B.I.S.

2nd

Farrell’s Monsolina Vorever Blue B/M. Another blue with good well broken and
correct textured coat. Slightly different from my 1st but never the less a lovely merle.

Ears and eyes in correct position giving a beautiful expression. Moved with ease and
attentive to handler. A lovely outline. Hopefully a good future for her.
Champion Bitch
1st

Kelly’s Ch. Rowlands Abbie the Beautiful Lass S/W. A cracking sable and a worthy
Champion. A lovely well groomed coat, eyes and ears correct giving a lovely
expression. Moved with ease. Showed well for her handler. R.B.B

2nd

Walls Ch. Birkmyre Blue Diamond for Daliyhaa B/M. Another nice bitch from this
kennel. Good make and shape, with good, well broken merle coat. Ears and eye
correct giving a lovely expression. Moved with ease and showed well. Another
worthy Champion.

Veteran Bitch
1st

Drewery’s Ch. Demelewis Fable Moon over Elshadene Tri. Lovely 8 year old bitch
with nice outline and good coat with correct texture. Eyes and ears correct giving a
lovely expression. Moved and showed impeccably. Lovely to see.

Sable & White
1st

Kelly’s Ch. Rowlands Abbie the Beautiful Lass

2nd

Kelleher’s Verva Actis Poland

Thank you all so much for your entries.
Judge
Mick Fenton (Shannmie)

